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WEEK  29

WEEK  29 

Fix the sentences.

 1. Bree, Joy, and me rode to Big Trees park.

 2. We leaved early, to be their by 10:00.

Circle the word that means  the meal you eat in the morning  .

 3. I got out of bed and ate my breakfast.

Write the missing word or words.

 4. Big Trees Park is the  place!
funnest   most fun

Fix the sentences.

 1. Were did you goed after school?

 2. We tuk our dog for a walk round our street.

Circle the words that might tell about a dog.

 3. furry   soft   rainy   funny

Use  anything  or  anyone  in the sentence.

 4. Does  want to come with us?

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  29

WEEK  29

Fix the sentences.

 1. Jordys dog runs more faster than my dog.

 2. My dog likes sleeping better thn run.

Write one more word that is spelled with  -ush .

 3. hush   mush   

Write the missing word. 

 4. His furry dog looks like a .
bare   bear

Fix the sentences.

 1. Erin beck is the most tall student in our class.

 2. Ms Webbs son is more tall than Travis.

Read the sentences. Use  because  to write one sentence.

 3. Someday I will be taller. I am growing.

Write the missing word.

 4.  am as tall as Carli.
I   Me

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  29 DAY  5

Read the words. 

playful kind funny

furry cozy clean

dark easy noisy

Use the words in the box to write a sentence about:

 a house 

 1. 

 a pet 

 2. 

 a friend 

 3. 

Use another word to write your own sentence.

 4.  
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WEEK  30

WEEK  30

Fix the sentences.

 1. my little sister hitted the ball hard.

 2. Her hit a great home run

Circle the compound words.

 3. rabbit   playground   homework

Write  everything  or  everyone  in the sentence.

 4. Please put  in the ball bag.

Fix the sentences.

 1. Sum Tigers grow to be ten, feet long.

 2. Tigers like go in cool water on a hot day.

Circle the words that mean  more than one  .

 3. tigers   kitten   sheep

Circle two words that go with  tiger  . Use the words to !nish the sentence.

 4. striped   spotted      dog   cat

  A tiger is a big  that is .

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  30

WEEK  30 

Fix the sentences.

 1. Come eat with us at the Seafood Cabin on first street.

 2. Drive bye the river and turn levt at the big oak tree. 

Write the missing word.

 3. Go  the big cabin, and you will be there.

Circle the word that means  like  .

 4. We will enjoy a nice dinner.

from   toward

Fix the sentences.

 1. my mom asked if I need any thing to eat.

 2. I don't need anything, because I alredy ate.

Circle the word that means the opposite of  everything  .

 3. something   nothing   everyone

Circle the word that means almost the same as  put  .

 4. Mom will place an apple on the table.

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  30 DAY  5

Look at the pictures. Read the words.

eat dine

Write  eat  or  dine  in each sentence.
Then read the sentence.

 1. We will  at 6:00 tonight.

 2. I need to  something. 

Look at the picture. Use  eat  or  dine  to ! nish the sentence.

 3. Can we 

  

 4. Tonight we will 
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WEEK  31

WEEK  31 

Fix the sentences.

 1. Whre do you want to go this weekend.

 2. I wants to go to the beach two watch the surfers.

Circle the word that does not belong.

 3. sea   tree   waves   whale   fish

Use  everywhere  or  everyone  to !nish the sentence.

 4. My brother likes to come  with me.

Fix the sentences.

 1. On tuesday, we went at Family Math Night.

 2. Mom Dad, and Grandma came wth me.

Finish the word.

 3. It lasted long  than it did last year.

Circle the word that means the same as  talk about  .

 4. Our group had to discuss a math problem.

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  31

WEEK  31

Fix the sentences.

 1. dr. seuss liked to write funny books.

 2. Did ya read, Green Eggs and Ham

Circle the word that means  the day after today  .

 3. Let's read another book tomorrow.

Write the missing word.

 4. Today I read  funny books. 
to   two   too

Fix the sentences.

 1. there are about 200 types of owls.

 2. Many owls finde food at night

Circle the word that means  find  .

 3. Owls locate bugs and other small animals to eat.

Circle two words that go with  owls  . Use the words to !nish the sentence.

 4. horses   birds      fly   swim

  Owls are  that  at night.

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  31 DAY  5

Look at the pictures. Read the words.

rose rows

Write  rose  or  rows  in each sentence. 
Then read the sentence.

 1. We want to sit in the first two .

 2. That  is very pretty!

Look at the picture. Use  rose  or  rows  to !nish the sentence.

 3. She smells a 

  

 4. The eggs are 
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WEEK  32

WEEK  32

Fix the sentences.

 1. Walt Disney was born on december 5 1901.

 2. Him liked to draw and paint whin he was a child.

Write one more word that is spelled with  -atch  .

 3. patch   match   

Write the name that needs capital letters.

4. a big mouse   mickey mouse   

Fix the sentences.

 1. Mouses have smal, furry bodies.

 2. They eat abowt 15 to 20 time each day.

Circle the sentence.

 3. About as long as its body.   Mice are good runners.

Circle the word that means  has no hair  .

 4. A mouse's tail is almost hairless.

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  32

WEEK  32 

Fix the sentences.

 1. In the Spring, some people like to color egs.

 2. They putted the color eggs in a pretty basket.

Circle the word that means the same as  tell about  .

 3. Please describe how to make colorful eggs.

Circle each root word.

 4. coloring   rethink   played   retake

Fix the sentences.

 1. Long ago, people do not ware shoes.

 2. Them had to go everywhere with bear feet.

Circle the word that is the  opposite of front  .

 3. back   before   stop

Circle the words that go with  boots  . Use the words to !nish the sentence.

 4. shoes   mittens      tall   far

  Boots are  that are .

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  32 DAY  5

Read the word that helps tell where.

 beyond 

Write  beyond  in each sentence. 
Then read the sentence.

 1. The boat is  the whale.

 2. The rainbow is  the tree.

Look at the picture. 
Use  beyond  to write a sentence.

 3. 
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WEEK  33

WEEK  33 

Fix the sentences.

 1. Fridays test will have ten spell words.

 2. Last night, dad help me get ready for it.

Write the missing word.

 3.  likes to help me with my homework.

Add the commas.

 4. August 31 2015   Friday March 24 2017

He   Him

Fix the sentences.

 1. Dogs show them feelings in mny ways.

 2. Never go up to dog you don't no.

Circle the word that is  not  a feelings word.

 3. happy   sad   worried   tall   angry

Use  There  or  Their  in the sentence.

 4.  dog wants to be left alone.

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  33

WEEK  33

Fix the sentences.

 1. Abe Lincoln was born on february 12 1809.

 2. He love to read book and learn.

Circle the word that means the same as  under  .

 3. Abe Lincoln kept papers beneath his tall hat.

Write  real  or  unreal  in each sentence.

 4. Abe Lincoln was .

  The Big Bad Wolf is .

Fix the sentences.

 1. This summer, my family is going to lake tahoe.

 2. My brother my sister and I like to swim there.

Circle the word that means  does not  .

 3. isn't   don't   doesn't

Circle the word that comes before  swim  in ABC order.

 4. run   walk   talk

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  33 DAY  5

Look at the pictures. Read the words.

flour flower

Write  flour  or  flower  in each sentence. 
Then read the sentence.

 1. Mom put some  in the bowl.

 2. We gave a  to our teacher.

Look at the picture. Use  flour  or  flower  to !nish the sentence.

 3. Please water 

  

 4. We need to buy 
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WEEK  34

WEEK  34

Fix the sentences.

 1. I help my dad paint the wall next sunday.

 2. I will use dads extra paintbrush.

Use  so  to write one sentence.

 3. I will wear a smock. I won't get paint on my clothes. 

Write one more word that is spelled with  -unk  .

 4. sunk   trunk   

Fix the sentences.

 1. Does you like to climb on the bars at school

 2. Your might like to try rock climb.

Write the missing word.

 3. My sister  with a rock climbing team.

Circle two words that mean  more than one  .

 4. fish   bus   mess   bodies   child's

climb   climbs

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  34

WEEK  34 

Fix the sentences.

 1. Please does your homework befor dinner.

 2. Thn we can play game until bedtime.

Write the missing word.

 3. My brother  to finish before dinner, too.

Circle the word that means  view again  .

 4. Did you review your math homework?

try   trys   tries

Fix the sentences.

 1. Gooses likes to live near water.

 2. A goose looks fer food all most all day long.

Circle the words that mean  more than one  .

 3. goose's   geese      ducks   duck's

Write a question about geese.

 4. 

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  34 DAY  5

Read the word. Read the de!nitions.

a. toward

against b. to try hard to do better than

c. to not agree

Write  against  in each sentence. 
Then write the meaning of  against  .

 1. I am  cutting down the big tree. 

  Against means 

 2. He threw the ball  the wall.

  Against means 

 3. She raced  the other runners.

  Against means 

Use  against  to write a sentence. 
Then write the meaning of  against  .

 4. 

  Against means 
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WEEK  35

WEEK  35 

Fix the sentences.

 1. Would you like to live in a big city are a small town

 2. Mom wood like to live on a small town.

Circle the word that means  what is true  .

 3. It is a fact that New York City has tall buildings.

Circle the words that tell about a city.

 4. busy   quiet   noisy   soft

Fix the sentences.

 1. Horses can slepe lying down or stand up.

 2. Horse's like eat plants.

Circle the word that means  what someone thinks is true  .

 3. In my opinion, it is fun to ride a horse.

Circle the word that comes after  Ben  in ABC order.

 4. Alex   Brad   Chris

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  35

WEEK  35

Fix the sentences. 

 1. Some people in china uses fans to stay cool.

 2. Many artist paint them fans.

Write the opposite.

 3. cool     found 

Write the missing word.

 4. Will you  me how to make a fan?
learn   teach

Fix the sentences.

 1. Lisas book about eels is great

 2. A eel looks like a snake, bt it is really a fish.

Write  hid  next to its root word.

 3. hide     hidden 

Tell a friend to read about eels.

 4. 

  

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  35 DAY  5

Look at the pictures. Read the words.

pair pear

Write  pair  or  pear  in each sentence. 
Then read the sentence.

 1. May I please have a  to eat?

 2. I got a new  of shoes.

Look at the picture. Use  pair  or  pear  to !nish the sentence.

 3. There is a 

  

 4. I have a 
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WEEK  36

WEEK  36

Fix the sentences.

 1. Zebra's are animals that have stripe.

 2. A zebras tail is about 18 inches long.

Circle the words that show  who  or  what  something belongs to.

 3. its   zebra's   horses   their   my

Write a question that you would like to ask about zebras.

 4. 

Fix the sentences.

 1. Walking, run, and playing is good for your heart.

 2. Move your body alot so your heart well stay well.

Circle the compound words.

 3. heartbeat   without   candy

Use  but  to write one sentence.

 4. Apples are good for your heart. Candy is not good for your heart.

DAY  1

DAY  2
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WEEK  36

WEEK  36 

Fix the sentences.

 1. Wht do you know about worms

 2. I know that worms live dark place.

Circle the words that tell about  worms  .

 3. long   furry   thin   noisy

Write the missing word.

 4.  garden has earthworms.
Grandmas  Grandma's

Fix the sentences.

 1. Mine mom drinks hot, tea after dinner.

 2. Her likes green tea best than white tea.

Write the missing word.

 3. Green tea is made  the leaves of a plant.

Write the opposite.

 4. after      morning 

from   for

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK  36 DAY  5

Fix the journal. Write it on the lines.

june 30 2017

today I went to see grandpa We played a game

and him gived me a knew buk. the buk is about

dogs cats and birds I can't wait to read it


